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The San Juan Gold Rush of 1860 and
Its Effect·on the Development of
Northern New Mexico
ROBERT J. TORREZ

Amid the frenzied activity of the Pikes Peak gold rush in 1859 along
Colorado's Front Range, other discoveries of gold also were reported
in the San Juan Mountains of southwestern Colorado. The San Juan
gold rush of 1860 not only led to settlement of southwestern Colorado,
but also to a significant portion of Rio Arriba County in northern New
Mexico. The men who led the rush into the San Juan region promoted
routes through northern New Mexico as a practical alternative to routes
from established mining camps in central Colorado. The process involved seemingly unassociated events, including U.S. government explorations, the efforts of New Mexican enterpreneurs with connections
to the Ute Indian Agency at Abiquiu, and the work of an adventurer
named Charles Baker. Attempts to develop mineral wealth in the San
Juan region largely failed in 1860, but the efforts associated with the
venture laid the foundation for subsequent settlement and economic
development of northwestern New Mexico.
During the mid-nineteenth century the U.S. government dispatched expeditions throughout New Mexico to gather information on
potential routes for military roads and sites for military posts. These
Robert J. Torrez is New Mexico State Historian. He holds a master's degree from
New Mexico Highlands University and is a doctoral student in history in the University
of New Mexico. He has researched the Tierra Amarilla area extensively.
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explorations collected valuable data. on geography, geology, and mineral resources. In 1859 the New Mexico territorial legislature petitioned
Congress fbr twenty-five thousand dollars for one such survey, citing
the "well known" fact that "there exists in abundance, in the mountain
region [of New Mexico], gold, silver, copper, iron, stone coal, lead,
and other metals, and precious stones." That same year Congress authorized a smaller appropriation for an expedition to explore potential
routes between New Mexico and Utah to determine the "practicability
of opening a wagon road in the neighborhood of the San Juan between
Santa Fe, New Mexico and the southern settlements of Utah."l
Captain John Navarre Macomb, in charge of explorations for New
Mexico, received orders to begin preparations for this expedition on
April 6, 1859. Captain Macomb apparently was well qualified to carry
out the assignment. In 1858 he had surveyed three potential routes for
a wagon road between Santa Fe and Taos, had considerable field experience, and was generally familiar with the territory he had been
assigned to explore. Macomb selected an old friend, Lieutenant Milton
Cogswell, who had been a member of Macomb's 1858 surveying party,
and Dr. J. S. Newberry, a geologist with experience in explorations of
the Southwest, to accompany the expedition. A small detachment of
troops under Cogswell's command provided military escort for the
group. 2
Macomb and his party set out from Santa Fe in mid-July. They
traveled northwest to Abiquiu, the "outpost of settlement in that direction." They were joined there by Albert H. Pfeiffer, agent for the
Capote and ·WeminuChe Utes, and Nepomiceno Valdez, the agency's
Ute interpreter. Pfeiffer and Valdez guided the expedition north along
the Chama River and then northwest for several days to a point fortyfive miles west of Pagosa Springs, Colorado, after which they returned
to Abiquiu. 3 Macomb and his group continued west on their own,

1. U.S., Congress, House Ms. Doc. 36, 35thCong., 2nd sess. (serial 1016); Report
of the Secretary of War, (1859) (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1859),540.
2. A. A. Humphries to J. N. Macomb, April 6, 1859, Macomb to J. D. Williams,
May 28, 1859, selected letters received, Department of New Mexico, roll 2, U.s. Army
Commands~ Record Group (RG) 98, National Archives, Washington, D.C.; Senate Exec.
Doc. 1, 36th Cong., 2nd sess. (serial 1078); F. T. Cheetham, "EI Camino Militar," New
Mexico Historical Review, 15 (January 1940), 7-9; A. B. Bender, "Government Explorations
in the Territory of New Mexico, 1849-1859," New Mexico Historical Review, 9 (January
1934), 26.
3. J. N. Macomb, Report of the Exploring Expedition From Santa Fe, New Mexico, to the
Junction of the Grand and Green Rivers of the Great Colorado of the West in 1859 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1876), 5.
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conducting extensive explorations of the San Juan River arid its tributaries.
"Other expeditions were directed to different parts of New Mexico
to examine roads, "show the flag," and attempt to impress the Indians.
A month prior to Macomb's departure from Santa Fe, Lieutenant William H. Bell had explored a: well-traVeled route west from Abiquiu
through Canon Largo to the lower'tributaries of the San Juan River.
Bell and his commanding officer,' Major John L. Simpson, concluded
that a wagon road through Canon Largo was not· only feasible, but
desirable. Properly developed, they believed such a road could supply
military posts and settlements established along the San Juan River.
Simpson even suggested the San Juan be tested for "steamboatnavigation," which, if possible, could supply settlements "from the Pacific
side."4
. Meanwhile, Macomb completed his own explorations through
southwestern Colorado and northwestern New Mexico, and returned
to Santa Fe. Macomb's official report was not published until 1876, and
it made only one reference to pos'sible gold and silver deposits in the
San Juan region. In descTibing the southern edge of the "sierra de la
Plata," Macomb noted the presence of a dozen or so probable minerals,
which he said "doubtless" included "in certain localities silver and
gold:" He alluded to La Plata, the name of the mountain range, to
illustrate how common the belief was that the region contained silver,
a region consisting of p~esent-day Hinsdale, Mineral, Ouray, Sanjuan,
and parts of Rio Grande, La Plata, San Miguel, and Dolores counties
in Colorado, and portions of San Juan County in northwestern New
Mexico. s
Although not immediately published, Macomb's findings undoubtedly received attention in Santa Fe: The expedition was certainly
no secret and local interest in any information about this largely unexplored region would have been intense. Two men who demonstrated
such interest were Joseph Mercure and .Mercure's younger brother,
Henry. Joseph and Henry Mercure were Santa Fe merchants who had
been i~wolved with various commercial enterprises in New Mexico
since at least 1847. Known locally as Don Enrique, Henry was an agent
for prominent Santa Fe merchant Manuel Alvarez in the 1850s. The
4. Bender, "Government Exploration," 28; William H. Bell to John L. Simpson, July
4, 1859, Simpson to A. D. Wilkins, July 5, 1859, roll 2, U.S. Army Commands, RG 98.
5. Macomb, Report, 82; Duane A. Smith, "The San Juaner: A Compu terized Portrait,"
Colorado Magazine, 52 (Spring 1975), 137.
.
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Mercure brothers also conducted business with the Indian agencies at
Santa Fe, Taos, and Abiquiu. 6
Communications between J. S. Newberry, Macomb's geologist,
and Albert H. Pfeiffer, Ute Agent at Abiquiu, indicate Newberry had
sent Joseph Mercure some "specimens" from the San Juan region in
1859, presumably for evaluation or assay. Newberry did not specify
the nature of these "specimens," but they must have been significant
enough to prompt future exploration. During spring 1860, nearly a
year after Macomb had completed his explorations, Henry Mercure
and Pfeiffer organized a private, six-week expedition to the San Juan
region. The purpose of their expedition is unstated, but when the Santa
Fe Weekly Gazette published portions of the journal describing their
"visit" to the San Juan, it seems clear they were looking for mineral
wealth.?
Their journal indicates they set out from Abiquiu at noon, April
30, 1860. The expedition consisted of Pfeiffer, Mercure, Henry Martin,
"four Mexicans and three Utah Indians."They traveled northwest along
the Chama River, crossed the Chama near present-day Los Ojos, and
spent the following six weeks generally tracing the route Macomb followed the previous year. Entries in the journal indicate they "found a
mineral supposed to be silver" on the La Plata River, and gold along
the "Rio Manguos" and the Dolores River. These locations are not
elaborately described, however, and their mention seems almost incidental to the expedition's daily activities and observations. They returned to Abiquiu June 19, "all well, but greatly fatigued."8
There seems to have been no further mention of these finds until
later that fall, when the Gazette reported "considerable excitement" at
Abiquiu. The paper indicated it had learned from a Mr. John Ward that
"gold in great abundance" had been found on the San Juan River and
its tributaries. A large number of men had assembled at Abiquiu and
formed a company to prospect the region. These miners, boasted the
paper, were "intelligent, industrious, moral and enterprising," characteristics necessary "to accomplish the undertaking they have in hand."
6. Joseph Mercure died in 1863. Henry Mercure moved to Tierra Amarilla in 1862
and was a leading merchant there until his death in 1872. See Robert J. Torrez, "El
Campo: Forgotten Sentinel of the Tierra Amarilla" (master's thesis, New Mexico Highlands University, 1973).
7. J. S. Newberry to Albert H. Pfeiffer, August 17,1859, Records of the New Mexico
Superintendency of Indian Affairs, 1849-1880, microcopy T-21, roll 4, Office of Indian
Affairs (OIA), RG 75, National Archives, Washington, D.C.; Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, July
3, 1860.
8. Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, July 3, 1860.
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The Gazette reminded its readers of the Pfeiffer and Mercure explorations and the "many gold deposits that came under their observation."
Gold in the San Juan had long been common knowledge, the paper
said, but no "very vigorous efforts" had ever been made to prove it.
The group at Abiquiu, however, was prepared to make "fair test,"
whose results would meet everyone's "most sanguine anticipations,"
and Pfeiffer and Mercure were praised for sharing all they knew about
the region. 9
Pfeiffer organized one group ofthese miners into the Pagosa Town
Association, and by October 31, they had staked out a square mile
section around Pagosa Springs. The Association's goals were to settle
a town and develop mining. Fifty men, some apparently Abiquiu residents, were listed as members, including Pfeiffer, Mercure, Cyrus H.
DeForrest, Severo Trujillo, and Captain Charles Baker. 10
Abiquiu's gold fever and Charles Baker's arrival on the scene were
no coincidence. Baker, described by one historian as "a restless, adventurous, impecunious man who was always in search of something
new," had prospected the San JUiin in summer 1860 and returned to
the central Colorado gold camps at Leadville with "flamboyant accounts
of gold sticking out of the rocks" in the vicinity of Baker's Peak, near
present-day Silv~rton. Baker's reports prompted many miners to "pull
up stakes" and follow him to southwestern Colorado. 11
Baker explained what he was doing in New Mexico in a letter
printed by the Santa Fe Weekly Gazette on December 8, 1860. Baker
indicated he and several companions had prospected the San Juan in
August and found gold along the headwaters of the Rio De Las Animas,
175 miles northwest of Abiquiu. Baker described these gold fields as
"richer than any mines hitherto discovered to the northeast of them."
He added that most of the "gold belt" and nearly all of the region's
good agricultural land was located on the Sierra La Plata's southern
slope and therefore was not easily accessible from central Colorado.
He had decided to find a more practical way to the region "from some
central point on the frontier of New Mexico." When Baker and his
party arrived at Abiquiu in early October, they contacted Henry Mercure, who provided Baker with information about the route he and
9. Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, October 27, 1860.
10. Ibid., December 8, 1860. See also C. A. H. MaCauley, "Notes on Pagosa Springs,

December 1878," Senate Exec. Doc. 65, 45th Cong., 3rd sess. (serial 1831), for early
history of these famous hot springs.
11. Frank Hall, History of the State of Colorado (4 vols., Chicago: The Blakely Printing
Company, 1895), II: 192; Chauncey Thomas, "Ouray, The Opal of America," Colorado
Magazine, 11 (January 1934), 17-18.
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Pfeiffer had followed earlier that year. This seems to have been the
"considerable excitement" the Gazette reported. 12
Using Mercure's information, Baker reported reaching the "mines"
in ten 'days and established Animas City, also known as Baker City.
Baker claimed that three hundred to five hundred men already were
working at Animas City by late November, and optimistically predicted
that no fewer than twenty-five thousand Americans would be mining
and farming in the San Juan by the end of 1861. He also declared
Mercure's route from Abiquiu the "only good practical road to this
district."l3 Baker caught the attention of the Santa Fe and Rio Arriba
business communities when he suggested that New Mexico, and especially Santa Fe, could benefit greatly from mining in the San Juan
Mountains:
Justice to New Mexico requires that the territory should be the
direct beneficiary of the development of these mines and I learn
with regret that a movement is already on foot to divert the travel
and commerce to a more northern channel, a movement alike
prejudicial to New Mexico and injurious to the mines. If you desire
the City of Santa Fe to be a mining metropolis and a point upon
the line of national commerce, you occupy the natural position,
but prompt and energetic aCtion is necessary to secure it. 14
Mercure, Pfeiffer, and New Mexico businessmen and politicians
responded quickly to Baker's challenge. When the Territorial Legislature convened its 1860-1861 session, one of its first legislative acts was
to incorporate the Abiquiu, Pagosa and Baker City Road Company.
Mercure, Pfeiffer, and Baker, in collaboration with Lafayette Head,
Severo D. Trujillo, Jose Pablo Gallegos, Nicolas Pino, and other associates, were thus authorized to build a toll road from "the plaza they
deem most convenient of Abiquiu [to] the town of Baker City."ls The
corporation began work on a toll road immediately, and in early 1861,
the Gazette reported a "good road" under construction from Abiquiu
"through the hitherto uninhabited district to Pagosa and Baker Cities."16
Meanwhile, the New Mexico Territorial Legislature also created
the first in a series of San Juan counties. Baker City was designated as
12. Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, October 27, 1860.
13. Ibid.
14. Ibid.

15. Laws of the Territory of New Mexico, 1860-1861 (Santa Fe: J. T. Russell, 1861), 6.
16. Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, January 5, 1861.
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the county seat. Henry Mercure was appointed assistant United States
marshall and assigned to begin a census of the new county. Additionally, Mercure and his associates organized a mining district called Mercure's Gold, Silver, and Copper Mines. Great excitement pervaded
northern New Mexico as an estimated fifteen hundred men gathered
in' the various towns and prepared to leave for the "San Juan diggings."I? .
Throughout the winter of 1860 and spring of 1861 word filtering
out of the San Juan was confiderit, and only minor encounters were
reported with the Capote and Weminuche Utes. James L. Collins, Superintendent of Indian Affairs in Santa Fe, and a member of Mercure's
Gold, Silver, and Copper Mines operation, nevertheless described the
Utes as "much dissatisfied at having so many emigrants coming into
their country." Collins said the Utes were "powerful and warlike and
capable of giving much trouble." He recommended strong government
action to protect Indian lands and miners alike. Collins also suggested
that Pfeiffer, still agent to the Utes at Abiquiu, be allowed to move
closer to the San Juan region to exert greater influence over the Utes
and miners. 18
'
It is difficult to tell, however, if Collins' actions were motivated by
concern for the Utes or by his hope for retaining Pfeiffer's services in
light of Collins' conflict with Diego Archuleta. In July 1860, Collins had
suspended Archuleta, among other things, for Archuleta's refusal to
accept an assignment to the Mescalero Agency. By March 1861, Collins
had been ordered to restore Archuleta to his former office as agent at
Abiquiu, and Collins was taking every opportunity to delay implementation of the orders and retain Pfeiffer. 19
.
That spring, Collins submitted two petitions to the commissioner
of Indian affairs protesting Archuleta's reinstatement. The first, directed to President Abraham Lincoln from 141 miners and Abiquiu
residents, argued that Archuleta could not "gain the confidence of
eithe~ In'dians or the citizens he being entirely anti-American in his
feelirigs
and actions,'" arid asked
the
president
.
.
.
. to retain Pfeiffer. The
17. Chapter XLII, Rio Arriba County, Local and Special Laws, 1884; Santa Fe Weekly
Gazette, December 8, 1860, January 5, 1861, February 23, 1861.
18. J. L. Collins to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, April 10, 1861, letters received,
New Mexico Superintendency 1849~1880, microcopy M-234, roll 550, OIA, 1824-1881,
RG 75, National Archives, Washington, D.C.; Collins to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
April 7, 1861, "Utes," Albert Schroeder Collection, State RecoJds Center and Archives,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
19. Collins to Diego Archuleta, July 9, 1860, Collins'to Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, March 30, 1861, M-234, roll 550, OIA, RG 75.
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second was from Charles Baker, Lafayette Head, and 75 miners who
sought to have the Abiquiu Agency transferred to Baker City and Pfeiffer made agent. Bloodshed was certain, the petitioners warned, unless
Pfeiffer or someone equally capable of commanding the respect of Indian and miner alike was assigned to the region. Forwarding the petition to Washington, Collins said he did not support transferring the
agency to the San Juan but thought assigning a special agent, preferably
Pfeiffer, was critical,2°
Abiquiu agency records show Pfeiffer as "Special Agent for San
Juan" during the final quarter of 1861, apparently assigned to duty that
summer. 21 Having succeeded in retaining an agentin whom he placed
his full confidence,Collins frequently praised Pfeiffer's ability to deal
with the Utes and believed his presence would offset Archuleta's influence in Abiquiu. Collins' dispute with Archuleta illustrates the internal bickering, jurisdictional disputes, jealousies, incompetence, and
general lack of cooperation between the various agencies and individuals responsible for developing and administering Indian policy in New
Mexico. Such problems, combined with local political factionalism, resulted in general neglect of Ute interests in the San Juan at the same
time white interest in agricultural and mineral development were increasing. Ultimately, the Utes would lose much of their land.
But in late spring 1861, the San Juan Gold Rush was not living up
to expectations. In May, Wolfe Londoner described San Juan miners
straggling back to civilization at Canon City, Colorado, as "a sad and
weary crowd" who had lost animals and belongings and had only
scraps of clothing on their backs. Another group of desperate miners
reportedly took "forceable possession" of two hundred sacks of flour
from a Mr. Ortiz of Santa Fe to avoid starvation. By June', the previously
enthusiastic Santa Fe Weekly Gazette reported prospectors finding "much
color but no gold," reluctantly admitting the San Juan Gold Rush appeared "a big failure." The industrious, moral men who had gathered
at Abiquiu with high hopes
months earlier were stealing to survive.
Some who entered the San Juan were lost and never heard from. Those
who did survive found no gold, and winter destroyed their hopes. 22

six

20. Collins to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, April 20, 1861, May 28, 1861, and
Petition to President Abraham Lincoln, n.d., M-234, roll 550, ibid.
21. Collins, "Estimate of Funds for Department," December 15, 1861, M-234, roll
550, ibid.; Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, June 5, 1861. See also "Report of Commissioner of
Indian Affairs," November 30, 1860, New Mexico Superintendency, Senate Exec. Doc.
1, 36th Cong., 2nd sess. (serial 1078).
22. "Western Experiences and Colorado Mining Camps--,-Wolfe Londoner," Colorado
Magazine. 6 (January 1929), 67-68; Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, June 1 and 29, 1861.
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.The 1860 San Juan Gold Rush failed for several reasons. First,
Pfeiffer, Mercure, and Baker, undoubtedly embellished their reports.
Nevertheless, their stories of gold and silver·found an eager audience.
Secondly, an 1867 report by Colonel Edward H. Bergmann had noted
the agricultural promise of the area, ColoneL Bergmann, commanding
officer of Camp Plumme,r, a small military post near present-day Los
Ojos in northern Rio Arriba established in 1866, was scouting a site
for a proposed military post when he chanced upon fifty abandoned
log houses representing the remains of Baker's Animas City. Expressing dismay at why anyone would abandon what he described as the
finest agricultural land in the territory, Bergmann concluded the "mines
did not pay." What was more likely, he thought, however, was that
"the majority [of the miners] were not of a working inclination, and
were searching for gold without the aid of manual labor. "23 Bergmann
may have been correct. The miners' refusal to apply themselves adequately to the task would have contributed significantly to their failure.
, Individual motives notwithstanding, the venture was foolishly initiated at the onset of winter. Severe cold and deep snows are common
to the San Juan Mountains, compounding the normally difficult tasks
of transportation and supply. To be effective, these miners needed to
stockpile supplies arid equipment and make elaborate preparations
before w'inter .snows began. Only then could they have hoped to accomplish any mining during the winter. In 1870, C. E. Cooley, who
had experienced a San Juan winter, advised anyone who intended
prospecting in the San Juans should take at least siX months provisions. 24 Pfeiffer and Mercure's journal had described similar difficulties,
and Charles Baker also had alluded to problems with snow and transportation in his November 1860 letter to the Gazette.
When the residents of Animas City found themselves short of
provisions and unable to find gold, a general panic seems to have
ensued. A mass exodus followed and by July i861, the settlement was
deserted. Its buildings stood abandoned for many years, stark remnants of a town "which was seen longer Oll the maps." Baker and his
partners were correct about mineral wealth in the San Juan region, but
they lacked the ability to capitalize on their initial discoveries. 25
23. E. H. Bergmann to J. H.Carlton, March 15, 1867, Department 'of New Mexico,
letters sent and orders, Camp PlummerlFort Lowell, U.S. Army Continental Commands,
1821-1920, RG 393, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
24. Santa Fe Daily New. Mexican , March 7,1870. See also A. R..Vandemoer, Diaries,
Newspaper Articles and Letters of John T. Vandemoer (N.p.: n.p., 1956), 141.
25. Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Nevada, Colorado and Wyoming, 1540-1888 (San
Francisco: History Company, 1890), 497.
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Charles Baker's role in the early San Juan rush has been disputed.
Baker's original explorations and reports may have been part of a plot
by Southern sympathizers to open the region to· settlement by supporters of the Confederacy. Little more than· circumstantial evidence
supports this theory, although Baker left Colorado in 1861 to join the
Confederate Army in his native Missouri. Baker also may have left
Colorado to avoid the angry miners he had led into the tragic venture. 26
But the discoveries of 1860 should not be discounted entirely.
Present-day Silverton and Durango are located near where Animas
City was established, and gold was mined in New Mexico during this
period. A "Memorandum of BullionDeposited at the Mint of the United
States" dated October 15, 1861, shows 97.57 ounCes of gold valued at
$1,487.89 deposited to the account of New Mexico. Unfortunately, the
receipt does not elaborate on where the gold was found. Additionally,
Baker himself returned to Colorado in 1867 and mounted another expedition into the San Juan. Baker's second venture ended in failure
and cost him his life. 27
Santa Fe did not become a mining metropolis, of course, at least
not in the manner Baker and his associates envisioned. The mining
excitement of 1860 succeeded, however, in precipitating significant
changes in Abiquiu and areas north and northwest of the community.
Macomb, Bell, Mercure, Pfeiffer, and Baker all had traveled from Abiquiu to the San Juan via the Old Spanish Trail. Although used extensively by traders since well before Francisco Atanasio Dominguez and
Silvestre velez de Escalante described it in 1776, this trail still was little
more than a series of foot and pack-mule paths in 1860, incapable of
handling the heavy vehicles of modern commerce: The only real road
in Rio Arrii:>a in 1860 was a military road completed in 1859 from
Abiquiu to Santa Cruz de la Canada, near present-day Espanola. That
year,. Captain J. N. Macomb had relocated portions of an existing road
to higher ground, improvements which allowed wagons to pass through
areas usually flooded every spring. Only fifteen miles of the road had
26. Virginia McConnell, "Captain Baker and the San Juan Humbug," Colorado Magazine, 48 (Winter 1971), 63; Marshall Sprague, The Great Gates: The Story of Rocky Mountain
Passes (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1964), 180; R. Copeland Rohrbacher, The Great San
Juan (Durango: Durango Democrat, 1901), 4.
27. Letter, document, microfilm roll 3, frame 401-2, Michael Steck Papers, Schroeder
Collection. For views on Baker's role and return to Colorado· after the Civil War, see
Duane Smith, "Silver Coquette: The San Juans 1860-1875," Denver Westerners Brand Book,
25 (1969), 223-52 and C. A. H. McCauley, "Report on the San Juan Reconnaissance of
1877," Report of the Chief of Engineers, 1878 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1878), 1814.
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been improved, however, between Santa Fe and Taos. 28 Despite its
failure, the 1860 gold rush drew attention to the shortcomings of Rio
Arriba's roads 'and the region's general lack of transportation facilities.
When the Abiquiu, Pagosa and Baker City Road Company announced
development of its toll road from Abiquiu to the San Juan in 1860, it
was the first documented effort of organized improvements along the
Old Spanish Trail.
In addition to road improvements, the sudden influx of miners in
1860 also publicized millions of acres of unsettled but highly desirable
territory to the north. Tierra Amarilla, forty miles northwest of Abiquiu,
was still unsettled in 1860 despite the Mexican government's Tierra
Amarilla Grant to Manuel Martines and several of his Abiquiu neighbors in 1832. Martines and his heirs had tried unsuccessfully to establish permanent settlements within Tierra' Amarilla for almost thirty
years. Not until the San Juan Gold Rush, however, did Francisco Martines, Manuel's son, and fifty families from Abiquiu establish the villages of Los Ojos, La Puente, Barranco, and Nutritas, permanent
settlements established when large numbers of miners migrated through
the area to the San Juan. 29
These villag~s represented the first extension of permanent settlement beyond the plazas surrounding Abiquiu. Within a decade they
became stepping stones for settlement farther west and as settlement
expanded, agitation increased for stricter control of the Utes. Eventually, the territory reserved for the Utes in northwestern New Mexico
and southwestern Colorado were reduced.
During the late ~860s, however, Mercure and Pfeiffer became victims of declining fortunes and no longer shaped events in Rio Arriba.
Taking their place was William F. M. Amy. Amy serVed atseveral official
posts in territorial New Mexico and' was appointed Indian agent at
Abiquiu in 1867. The'following summer, Amy led an elaborate expedition into the San Juan to convince the Capote and Weminuche Utes
to sign a treaty that would confine them to a reservation.
Amy met with the Utes near Pagosa Springs on August 19, 1868.
He offered the Utes a reserva~ion that would separate them "from
Americans, Mexicans and all other Indians," and allow them to raise
,

'

,

28. Report of the Secretary of War, (1859), p. 693.
29. As used here, Tierra Amarilla refers not to the present-day village but to original
settlements within the Tierra Amarilla Land Grant, including Los Ojos, Los Brazos, La
Puente"Nutritas (or Las Nutritas), and Enseilada. Nutritas became Tierra Amarilla in
1880.
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livestock and plant crops "as the Americans now do." The Utes expressed little enthusiasm, agreeing only to keep the peace. Although
Amy's negotiations were of limited effect, he came away impressed
with the San Juan country. "Suffice it to say," he wrote later,
that it is good agricultural and pastoral country, and that I am
satisfied that the mineral resources are great, the headwaters of
the streams and the mountains are full of gold, silver and copper.... 30
By 1868 efforts to negotiate removal of the Utes to a reservation
were designed to make the San Juan region accessible to white settlers
as well as miners. Publishing a promotional book, New Mexico and Its
Resources, in 1873, Arny expressed confidence that recent silver and
gold strikes would pressure the government to remove the Utes from
desirable areas and make the territory available for settlement.31
The problems associated with mining and settlement in Ute territory had been anticipated in the years following the 1860 gold rush.
In 1863, Commissioner of Indian Affairs William P. Dole expressed
doubts about assigning the Utes a reservation among "mining lands"
that would "surely invite settlement of whites thereon and thereby
cause trouble." Three years later, special Indian agent H. K. Graves
urged territorial governor Henry Connelly to remove the Utes to a
reservation promptly. Referring to the San Juan and Tierra Amarilla
regions, Graves recommended the Utes not be "allowed to make their
permanent homes in the section of country now occupied by them."
If the Utes were allowed to remain, he continued, "would not the
gradually advancing tide of civilization sooner or later imperatively
demand their removal to other locations more remote from settlements[?]" Graves concluded that as soon as the Indians were removed,
the area's "mineral wealth [would] be developed."32
Commissioner Dole and Special Agent Graves described a process
30. W. F. M. Amy, "Report of Conference With Weminuche and Capote Utes,"
August 19, 1868, Schroeder Collection; "Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, New
Mexico Superintendency," August 31, 1868, Repo'rt of the Secretary of Interior, 1868 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1868), 170.
31. W. F. M. Amy, New Mexico: Its Agricultural, Pastoral, and Mining Resources (Santa
Fe: Manderfield and Tucker, 1873), 102. Amy frequently wrote articles and provided
information for Santa Fe newspapers. For details of Amy's career, see Lawrence R.
Murphy, Frontier Crusader-William F. M. Amy (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
1972).
32. William P. Dole to [illegiblel, July 22, 1863, microcopy T-21, roll 5, OIA, RG 75;
Report of H. K. Graves to Henry Connelly, January 9,1866, Governor's Papers, microfilm
roll 98, Territorial Archives of New Mexico, Santa Fe.
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William F. M. Amy, shown standing fifth from left with some of his Ute charges, served in a number of
territorial New MeXico posts and led an expedition into the SanJuan region in 1868 in a failed attempt to
obtain agreement from the Utes to settle on a reservation. Courtesy of Newberry Library, Chicago.
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already set in motion by the 1860 gold rush. The "advancing tide" could
no longer be stopped or controlled. By 1866 the villages of Tierra Amarilla were firmly established and their inhabitants secure under the protection of troops stationed at Camp Plummer (later Fort Lowell), near
Los Ojos. In little more than half a decade, settlement along New
Mexico's Rio Arriba frontier had moved from Abiquiu, where it had
been stalled for more than a century, to the Colorado boundary.
Abiquiu and Tierra Amarilla quickly became jumping off points
for miners traveling to southwestern Colorado. Reports throughout
the 1870s from Abiquiu and Tierra Amarilla indicate miners congregated
there regularly to wait out bad weather or purchase supplies before
heading north. Enticing letters in Santa Fe newspapers and optimistic
government reports continued to lure miners into the area. One such
government report described silver lodes which produced sixty to two
thousand ounces of silver to each ton of ore. A letter from "Veritas"
appearing in a Santa Fe newspaper reported that prospecting parties
bound for the San Juan from Tierra Amarilla had found "plenty of gold"
and that Amy was forming another expedition to prospect the region.
Another letter to the same newspaper from C. E. Cooley in Tierra
Amarilla reported finding "gold in all the streams," and that another
prospecting party had discovered "a big thing, a perfect Comstock in
dimension. "33
As Dole had predicted and Amy had hoped, miners and settlers
demanded unobstructed access to the region. Felix Brunot of the United
States Indian Commission complained in 1872 that the miners' agressive actions were a deliberate attempt to "disposses" the Utes of their
reservation. Brunot charged that the "diamond excitement" that year
had been contrived to encourage an influx of miners and create additional pressure for removing the Utes. Miners regularly defied orders
prohibiting them from using routes through Ute Territory. Wintering
at Tierra Amarilla in 1874, one group of miners voiced the prevailing
attitude when it insisted on entering the region because it provided
them the most direct route to the San Juan Mountains. The miners
accused Charles Adams, agent for the Northern Utes at the Los Pinos
Agency, of dosing the New Mexico route to encourage use of northern
routes for the benefit of Colorado businesses. 34
33. Report on New Mexico Census of 1870, Senate Exec. Doc. 41, 41st Cong., 3rd sess.
(serial 1442); Santa Fe Weekly New Mexican, June 29, 1869; Santa Fe Daily New Mexican,
March 7, 1870.
34. RqJort of Committee of Indian Commissioners, 1872, p. 15; Santa Fe Weekly New
Mexican, May 12, 1874.
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Traffic nevertheless flowed unhindered through Abiquiu and Tierra
Amarilla. Up to five hundred miners were expected to pass through
Tierra Amarilla during the summer of 1874, and Santa Fe newspapers,
as they had done a decade before, aggressively promoted the New
Mexico route as the best way "both for miners and settlers." Mining
parties reportedly passed through Abiquiu daily on their way to Colorado, providing commerce for local businesses all along the route.
Rooms, fodder, stable space, and provisions of every sort were in
demand, and Manuel G. Sena reported "times and business quite lively"
at Tierra Amarilla. 35
Travelers demanded better roads and in 1876, a group of entre'preneurs consisting of William C. Hazeldine, William Boren, Henry C.
Justice, and Augustus Huggins, incorporated the Santa Fe, Abiquiu,
and Canon Largo Toll Road and Turnpike Company to construct a road
from Abiquiu west through Canon Largo to points along the San Juan
River. Several other companies also organized to build wagon roads
and even a railroad to connect Santa Fe, Abiquiu, Ojo Caliente, and
Tierra Amarilla to points along the Navajo, Animas, Los Pinos, and
San Juan rivers. Incorporation documents show these roads and the
railroad generally following the trails explored and mapped by Macomb
and Bell in 1859. 36
The Canon Largo road was open by summer 1876 and advertised
as the only road allowing "Direct and Easy Communication Between
New Mexico and Colorado and the Far Famed San Juan Country."
Other companies soon opened or improved additional roads to many
points along the rapidly developing San Juan River and its tributaries.
Companies such as the Chama and Navajo Wagon Road Company,
the Tierra Amarilla and Narrow Gauge Wagon Road Company, and
the Park View and Fort Garland Freight and Telegraph Company, were
incorporated within weeks of each other in early 1877 to vie for a share
of the lucrative freight business between Santa Fe and southwestern
Colorado. An 1877 government survey reported that every route connecting Colorado to northern New Mexico had a common point at the
crossing of the Chama River at Los Ojos. Henry Mercure knew what
he was doing when he directed Charles Baker and the San Juan miners
through Tierra Amarilla, a crossroads to southwestern Colorado. 37
35. Santa Fe Weekly New Mexican, January 13, April 7, May 5, 1874, October 26, 1875.
36. Corporate Records, vol. 1876-1882, Incorporation nos. 0290, 0292, 0294, State
Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe.
37. "Huggins" map of New Mexico, map collection, Museum of New Mexico 78.9,
1876b, Museum of New, Mexico Historical Library, Santa Fe, New Mexico; Corporate
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The 1870s were a period of extensive commercial activity in northern Rio Arriba, and by 1880 Abiquiu and Tierra Amarilla were important
points along the only practical routes from Santa Fe to southwestern
Colorado. Freight wagons regularly traversed these roads as they made
their way between the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad terminus in
Santa Fe and various points within the San Juan region. 38 On New
Year's eve 1880, the Denver and Rio Grande arrived at what is now
Chama, New Mexico. The railroad was to have such a severe impact
on the existing freight business that Santa Fe newspapers, which had
so diligently promoted the Tierra Amarilla route, did not even bother
to note that the railroad ha<;l arrived at Chama. Although not abandoned, the wagon road through Abiquiu was superseded by the railroad as the preferred route of commerce between Colorado and northern
, New Mexico. New settlements such as Alamosa, Chama, and Durango,
sprang up along the railway. A new era of economic development began
as timber and large-scale livestock raising became the primary pursuits
in the Tierra Amarilla region. The mines of southwestern Colorado and
their role in developing what today are New Mexico's Rio Arriba and
San Juan counties faded from memory. Although Pfeiffer, Mercure,
Baker, Amy, and most of the San Juan miners of 1860 failed in their
search for gold in southwestern Colorado, they succeeded in opening
northern New Mexico for subsequent settlement.

Records, vol. 1879-1882, Incorporation nos. 0280, 0278, and 0288, State Records Center
and Archives; McCauley, "Report on the San Juan," 1786.
38. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, January 14, 1881.

